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ABSTRACT

Public transportation has been one of the most important research
fields in the last two decades. The purpose of this paper is to create
a schedule for public transport fleets, such as buses and metro
trains, with the goal of minimizing the total transfer waiting time.
We extend previous research studies in the field of transit schedule
by considering headways of each route as decision variables. In
this paper, we formulate the problem as a mixed integer linear
programming model and solve it using ILOG CPLEX solver. For
large-scale test instances, we develop a metaheuristic based on the
scatter search algorithm to obtain good solutions in reasonable
CPU run times. Finally, in the computational section, the
efficiency of the proposed model and developed algorithm is
compared with that of the existing results in the literature on a real
railway network.
© 2017 IUST Publication, IJIEPR. Vol. 28, No. 2, All Rights Reserved

1.

Introduction1

Due to the high availability and low travel price
of public transport, passengers have a significant
tendency to use these fleets. To encourage people
to use public transport, we should organize the
fleets to minimize passengers waiting time and
increase their convenience to arrive at their
destinations. The necessity for making a
satisfying situation for passengers based on the
available budget brings about six substantial
research areas as follows (Haghani and Shafahi
[1]): Transit network design, frequency setting
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problem, timetabling design, vehicle scheduling,
crew assignment, fleet maintenance scheduling.
In the first category, which is the strategic one,
two types of problems are studied. The first one
is called Transit Network Design Problem
(TNDP) in which routes of vehicles on the given
networks are designed. The second category is
Transit Network Design and Frequency Setting
Problem (TNDFSP) determining fleet routes and
service frequency of each route through
minimizing the operation costs, number of
transfer stations, and total passenger travel times.
Due to their high complexity, these problems
have received numerous attention, e.g., by
Chakroborty and Wivedi [2], Fan and Mumford
[3], and Nikolić and Teodorović [4]. The results
of all methods are reported and compared in the
Nikolić and Teodorović [4]. Farahani et al. [5]
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and Lusby et al. [6], respectively, express more
information about urban network design and
railway network design.
Even though service frequency of each route can
be determined along with the transit network
design, some actors, like variable demand
pattern, compel the authorities to determine them
based upon a different approach. This approach is
obtained by solving the Frequency Setting
Problem (see Desaulniers & Hickman [7],
Guihaire & Hao [8], and Ibarra-Rojas et al. [9]).
The primary goal is to determine the frequency of
each route to maximize service quality with
considering the given transit network design (see
Yu et al. [10]).
The third category is about fleet timetabling
which is a conversion of service frequency of
routes into a schedule. The output is a set of
departure times showing at what time each
station is served during the given time period. If
both frequencies and departure times are
considered as decision variables, the problem is
called Transit Network Scheduling Problem
(TNSP), which is classified as a NP-Hard
problem (see Guihaire and Hao [11]). The
purpose of TNSP is to determine a schedule with
minimized
waiting
time,
maximized
simultaneous arrivals, or minimized fleet size,
etc. For the first time, Ceder et al. [12] introduced
the concept of synchronization for TNSP. They
proposed a model to create a timetable for a
given network of buses to maximize the number
of simultaneous arrivals at transfer stations with
considering headways and the difference of two
subsequent vehicles’ departure times in each
route as decision variables. The definition of
synchronization was improved by Shafahi and
Khani [13] in which the minimization of the total
transfer waiting time is considered instead of
maximizing simultaneous arrivals. In the fourth
category, the purpose is to find an assignment of
trips to vehicles, such that each vehicle performs
a feasible sequence of trips and the overall cost is
minimized. In addition, in some papers like
Anupam ae al. [14], transportation problem with
fuzzy-stochastic costs has been studied. Liu and
Ceder [15] developed a bi-objective bi-level
model using deficit function approach for
integrated
public
transport
timetable
synchronization and vehicle scheduling demand
assignment. Bunte and Kliewer [16] addressed a
comprehensive review of vehicle scheduling.
Moreover, Daraio et al. [17] presented a critical
review with directions for future research about
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efficiency and effectiveness of already research
paper in the urban public transport sector.
The common goal of the fifth category is to find
the minimum number of drivers to cover a set of
pieces of work. This field of study directly
depends on policies of transportation companies;
consequently, each company has its own crew
scheduling software. Ciancio et al. [18]
developed an integrated algorithm for shift
scheduling problems for local public transport
companies. They studied two shift-scheduling
problems and developed local search and
simulated annealing used to analyze the solution
space. Finally, in the sixth category, vehicles are
scheduled for daily inspections and maintenances
and assigned to the limited existing facilities to
minimize the amount of times that vehicles are
pulled out of their services (See Haghani and
Shafahi [1]).
The contributions of this article are twofold: (1)
creating a schedule for public transport fleet with
the goal of minimizing the total transfer waiting
time as a mixed integer linear programming
model; (2) We also develop a metaheuristic based
on a scatter search algorithm to find good
solutions for large-scale test instances in a
reasonable CPU run time. In the former model,
the heterogeneous headways at each service
cycle, the period in which a vehicle serves all the
stations of its route and returns to its starting
point, are considered as decision variables, and
stations have limited capacity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Problem statement and formulation are
presented in Section 2. The scatter search
algorithm and its operators are described in
Section 3. Moreover, computational results are
shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and
future research opportunities are presented in
Section 5.

2.
Problem
Formulation

Statement

and

The objective of the proposed problem is to
minimize the total transfer waiting time at
transfer
stations.
Since
we
consider
heterogeneous headways as decision variables for
each service cycle, arrival times of the vehicles at
transfer stations are the outputs of the model.
2-1. Problem statement
The main assumptions considered in the model
are as follows:
 The transit network is given as an input.
 Due to the various distributions of some
parameters, such as number of passengers,
travel times, and minimum and maximum
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allowable headways in different time of a day,
we have to model the problem for a known
period of time in which these parameters are
assumed to be constant.
Number of passengers being transferred
between each pair of routes is given. It is
assumed to have a unique distribution under
the studied period.
Dwell time at a station is a constant and
known value.
Walking times between two transfer stations
are known. Therefore, this includes an average
amount of time that each passenger needs to
get off the vehicle and walks towards another
one.
Headways are heterogeneous and considered
as decision variables for each service cycle.
The amount of headway is bounded to a
minimum value regarding the existing fleet
size as well as a maximum limit to avoid
passengers’ dissatisfaction. Shafahi and Khani
[13] considered constant headway for both
directions of each route that simplifies the
model noticeably. Under this condition, only
the departure time of the first vehicle of each
route is a decision variable. In addition, Ceder
et al. [12] considered heterogeneous headways
which are constant in all service cycles. We
relax these assumptions and suppose that
headways at both directions of routes are
heterogeneous in all service cycles.
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 We consider an interval for the travel time of
the vehicles between transfer stations. This
interval is determined based on the minimum
and maximum allowable speed and average
traffic on that part. This assumption helps us
to set heterogeneous headways at each transfer
station. If two sequential transfer stations are
so close that makes heterogeneous headway
impossible, lower and upper bounds of travel
time should be the same. In this case, we have
a constant headway between the two
considered stations.
 Due to the limited space at transfer stations,
number of vehicles stopping at the station
simultaneously should be restricted. Thus, we
consider a limited capacity for each transfer
station.
 Vehicles should serve the stations located on
both directions of their routes at each service
cycle. As Fig. 1 illustrates, if the vehicle of
route starts its work from terminal number 1
(D1), it would serve A, B, D2, C, E, F, and D1
stations, respectively. Terminals are the final
stations at each direction in which the driver
has a respite before starting to serve the other
direction and all passengers should get off the
vehicles. We take into account the transfer
stations,
capacitated
stations,
and
corresponding terminals on the considered
route as stations in the rest of the paper.


: Terminal
: station

Route i

E

F

C

D1

D2
A

B
Fig. 1. Service cycle

 We suppose that there are two types of vehicle
assignments, which we consider in our model.
All vehicles of a route can be assigned to one
terminal or split equally between two
terminals of its route, see Fig. 2. In state (a),
vehicles initiate their work from one direction
of the route (first or return direction), while in
state (b), they start to give the service from

both directions. In state (a), passengers of one
direction get the service after a longer waiting
time compared with state (b) at the first
service cycle. In the next service cycles, the
passengers do not face such waiting times
because the vehicles would be scheduled to
traverse the route in an allowable headway
interval.
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Fig. 2. Two states for initiating the service
 Some of the vehicles might not serve a
number of stations in their last service cycle
during the considered time period;
consequently, the remaining stations would be
scheduled with the policy of the next time
period. We call the passengers of these
stations as non-served passengers. For the last
time period, the vehicles are responsible to
serve the remaining stations with the current
policy till they arrive at one of the terminals of
their routes.
 Since the service quality is variable during
each time period of a day, we have to
maximize the number of served passengers in
the considered time period. In order to achieve
this goal, we define a virtual vehicle for each
route. If any passenger is assigned to this
vehicle, it implies that he/she does not get
service in the related time period. So, for any
assignment of this virtual vehicle, a penalty is
considered in the objective function of the
model.
2-2. Variables and parameters
We define the following parameters and notations
to formulate our proposed problem.
R : Set of routes in the transit network;
R  {1, 2,...,| R |} with indices i , j .
TS : Set of all stations in the network with
indices s, s ' .

Ni : Set of the vehicles of route i which has to
be scheduled during the time period with indices
a , b . Element Ni (| Ni |) is the last vehicle of
route i in the considered period; therefore, we set
the index of virtual vehicle as Ni (| N i |)  1 .
C : Set of all possible transfer patterns:
C  {(i, j , s, s ') | i, j  R ; s, s '  TS } . Transfer
pattern (i, j , s , s ') represents a situation in which
passengers of route i get off at station s to take
the service of route j at station s ' .
SR( s) : Set of routes that serve station s .

STia : Set of all stations that the ath vehicle of
route

i

serves during the time period;
STia (v)  TS represents the vth element of set

STia . This parameter can be determined based on
the current schedule of the vehicles or be
approximated with the average speed of the
vehicles to get which stations they could serve
during the time period. We need to define this
parameter due to the assumption that some of the
vehicles might not serve a number of stations in
their last service cycle during the considered
period.
fsi : Number of stations located on the first
direction of route i .
bsi : Number of stations located on the return
direction of route i .
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nvi : Number of available vehicles in route i . For
simplification, we assume that this number is
even. After one service cycle, index of the ath
vehicle of route i will be changed to a  nvi .
This assumption impedes the need to define
another vehicle index for service cycle. For
instance, if the number of available vehicles in
route i is ten, indices 4, 14, and 24 are related to
the fourth vehicle of route i in the first, second,
and third service cycles, respectively.
Pijss ' : Number of passengers in route i getting

[ Downloaded from ijiepr.iust.ac.ir on 2023-01-07 ]

off at station s to take the service of route j at
station s ' .
stis : Average dwell time of a vehicle of route i
at station s . Dwell time at terminals is the
average amount that the related agency
determines; dwell time would be higher than low
traffic ones for the high traffic routes.
wtss ' : Average walking time between two
stations s and s ' .

dismin : Minimum travel time of a vehicle of route
i to station s from its preceding station.
dismax : Maximum travel time of a vehicle of route
i to station s from its preceding station.
himin : Minimum allowable headway at route i .

bis :  max(himin , stis ) . This parameter is used in
the model instead of himin to avoid simultaneous
presence of two subsequent vehicles of route i at
station s .

himax : Maximum allowable headway at route i .
Cs : Capacity of station s .
PE : Penalty for non-served passengers.
min
max
Parameters N i , STia , Pijss ' , stis , dis , d is ,
himin , and himax are those changed during each
time period of a day. Some of these parameters
have direct effect on each other. For instance, in
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the low-demand time periods, hi and hi are
increased to have bigger headways and
subsequently dwell time at terminals should also
be increased to let the vehicles stay for a longer
time at the terminals.
The decision variables of our model are as
follows:
ATias : Arrival time of the ath vehicle of route i
at station s .
wiajss ' : Waiting time of the passengers of the ath
vehicle of route i who get off at station s to get
on the service of route j at station s ' . If the
vehicle of route j is present when passengers
arrive at station s ' , i.e., ATias  wtss ' , they get on
the service without waiting time. In addition, if
the vehicle of route j arrives at station s ' after
the passengers do, the difference equals
AT jbs '  ATias  wtss ' and is considered as the
waiting time.
miajbss ' : A binary variable that takes 1 if
passengers of the ath vehicle of route i getting
off at station s are served by the bth vehicle of
route j at station s ' ; otherwise, it takes zero.

yiajbss ' : A non-negative variable that takes the
value of AT jbs ' if passengers of the ath vehicle
of route i getting off at station s are served by
the bth vehicle of route j at station s ' ;
otherwise, it takes zero.

x1iajbs : A binary variable that gets 1 if the ath
vehicle of route i and the bth vehicle of route j
are available at station s at the same time.

x 2iajbs : A binary variable that gets 1 if the bth
vehicle of route j departs from station s before
the ath vehicle of route i arrives at this station.
2-3. Problem formulation
Our developed model for public transport fleet
scheduling
reads
as
follows:
(1)

Pijss '  wiajss '

aN i :sSTia

s.t :



miajbss '  1

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }

(2)

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }
b {N j  N j (| N j |)  1 | s '  ST jb }

(3)

b{ N j  N j (| N j |) 1 | s 'ST jb }

yiajbss '  AT jbs '

117
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yiajbss '  ATjbs '  M (1  miajbss ' )

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }
b {N j  N j (| N j |)  1 | s '  ST jb }

(4)

yiajbss '  Mmiajbss '

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }
b {N j  N j (| N j |)  1 | s '  ST jb }

(5)

yiajbss '  st js '  ATias  wt ss '  0 (i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }

(6)

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }

(7)

wiajss '  PEmiaj ( N j (|N j |)1) ss '

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }

(8)

d ismin  ATi1s  d ismin  himax

i  R ; s  STi1 (1)

(9)

d ismin  stis '  ATias  ATias '  d ismax  st is '

i  R ; a  Ni ; s  STia (v  1)

(10)



b{ N j  N j (| N j |) 1 | s 'ST jb }

wiajss ' 



yiajbss '  ATias  wtss '

b{ N j | s 'ST jb }

dismin  stis '  ATi ( a nvi ) s  ATias '  dismax  stis '
ATi ( N i (|N i |) 1) s  M
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AT jbs  ATias  stis  M (1  x1iajbs )
AT jbs  ATias   st js  M (1  x1iajbs )
AT jbs  ATias   st js    M (1  x 2iajbs )
AT jbs  ATias  stis    M ( x1iajbs  x 2iajbs )





x1iajbs  C s  1

s '  STia (v); v {1,...,| STia | 1}
i  R ; a {a  1| a  nvi  Ni }
s  STia (1) ; s '  STia (| STia |)
i  R ; s  STi ( Ni (| Ni |)1)
s  TS ; i, j  {SR( s ) | j  i }
b {N j | s  ST jb } ; a {N i | s  STia }
s  TS ; i, j  {SR( s ) | j  i }
b {N j | s  ST jb } ; a {N i | s  STia }
s  TS ; i, j  {SR( s ) | j  i }
b {N j | s  ST jb } ; a {N i | s  STia }
s  TS ; i, j  {SR( s ) | j  i }
b {N j | s  ST jb } ; a {N i | s  STia }

(11)

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

s  TS ; i  SR(s) ; a {Ni | s  STia } (17)

j{ SR ( s )| j  i } b{ N j | sST jb }

i  R ; a  Ni ; s  STia
s  TS ; i, j {SR( s) | j  i} ;
a {Ni | s  STia }; b {N j | s  ST jb }

(18)

wiajss ' , yiajbss '  0

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }
b {N j  N j (| N j |)  1 | s '  ST jb }

(20)

miajbss ' {0,1}

(i, j, s, s ')  C ; a {Ni | s  STia }
b {N j  N j (| N j |)  1 | s '  ST jb }

(21)

ATias Integer

x1iajbs , x 2iajbs  {0,1}

The objective function of the model minimizes
the total waiting time and penalty for non-served
passengers, presented in (1). Constraints (2) to
(6) determine the nearest vehicle of route j
which could serve passengers of the ath vehicle
of route i at station s ' . There is a possibility that
the vehicle cannot serve some stations in its last

(19)

service cycle, during the considered time period.
Therefore, we limit set C by defining
a {Ni | s  STia } and b {N j | s '  ST jb } to
impose constraints on the vehicles serving
stations s and s ' . By constraint (2), one vehicle
of route j should serve the passengers of the
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ath vehicle of route i at station s ' . So, if the
bth vehicle of route j serves the passengers of
the ath vehicle of route i , miajbss ' will be equal
to 1 and makes constraint (5) redundant; yiajbss '
will take AT jbs ' value through constraints (3) and
(4).
Since passengers of the ath vehicle of route i
arrive at station s ' at ATias  wtss ' time instant,
they should be served by the first vehicle of route
j departing from station s ' after the passengers'
arrival time. This issue is shown by constraint
(6). If passengers wait at station s ' to get service,
the term



yiajbss '  ATias  wtss ' will

b{ N j | s 'ST jb }

[ DOI: 10.22068/ijiepr.28.2.113 ]
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take a positive value. In this case, since the
objective function is to minimize the total waiting
time, constraint (7) will be converted to an
equality one. If passengers take service without
any waiting time, the aforementioned term gets a
negative value and wiajss ' takes zero as its
minimum amount.
If passengers of the ath vehicle of route i at
station s ' are not served by vehicles of route j
during the considered time period, they are
assigned to the virtual vehicle and miaj ( N j (| N j |)1) ss '
gets the value of 1, and through constraint (8),
penalty of PE is applied to the objective
function. Constraint (9) limits the initial time of
the first service cycle in each route to himax . By
eliminating this constraint, more synchronization
may happen, but service quality might be
decreased due to the long delay of some routes
max
for starting their services. We set hi
as an
upper bound in Constraint (9) such as Ceder et al.
[12] and Shafahi and Khani [13],, but it could be
changed based on the relevant company decision.


ATjbs  ATias


 AT jbs  st js  ATias

ATjbs  ATias  0
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The Vehicle travel time between two sequential
stations is restricted by a minimum and a
maximum amount in constraint (10). After one
service cycle, index of the ath vehicle of route i
will be changed to a  nvi ; ATi ( a  nvi ) s , used in
constraint (11), describes the arrival time of the
ath vehicle of route i at station s in the next
service cycle. Since the initial time of each
service cycle of vehicle depends on the closure
time of the prior one, constraint (11) correlates
these two terms.
The arrival times of virtual vehicle at all transfer
stations on its route are determined by constraint
(12). Parameter M is considered as a big
number, such that arrival times of virtual vehicles
are large enough to cover all non-served
passengers. The concept of limited capacity of
stations has been presented in the developed
model through constraints (13) to (17). Suppose
that the ath vehicle of route i is available at
station s . Then, three following cases may
happen:
I.
If the bth vehicle of route j departs
from station s before the arrival time of
the ath vehicle of route i , we have
AT jbs  st js  ATias , and consequently
AT jbs  ATias   st js .

If the bth vehicle of route j is available
at station s , we may face two cases. In
the first one, the bth vehicle of route j
arrives at station s after the arrival time
of the ath vehicle of route i . In the
second one, the bth vehicle of route j
arrives at station s before the arriving of
the ath vehicle of route i and it departs
from the station after that. Under this
condition, we have the following
relations:

II.

0  ATjbs  ATias  stis

ATias  ATjbs  ATias  stis


Farzaneh
Ranjbar

  st js  AT jbs  ATias  0

ATjbs  ATias   st js

ath vehicle of route i , we have
Thus, if AT jbs  ATias takes a value from interval

ATjbs  ATias  stis

[  st js , stis ] , the bth vehicle of route j and the

ath vehicle of route i will meet each other at
station s .
III.
If the bth vehicle of route j arrives at
station s after the departure time of the

and

as

a

result

AT jbs  ATias  stis .
1
iajbs

If x

gets 1, the second condition occurs via

2
constraints (13) and (14). In addition, if xiajbs

takes value of 1, the first condition happens
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considered as an integer variable to be applicable
in the real world conditions.
As already mentioned, we have two types for
vehicle assignment to the terminals of its route,
which affect the initial service cycle. If all the
vehicles of a route are assigned to one terminal,
initiating their work from one direction of the
route, constraint (22) needs to be added to the
former model, while if the vehicles of a route are
split equally between two terminals, initiating
their work from both directions, constraints (23)
to (28) should be appended to the prior model
instead of constraint (22). These constraints
control the headways at both directions of routes
in all service cycles.

2

through constraint (15); if xiajbs and xiajbs both
get zero at once, the third condition happens by
constraint (16). Since constraints (14) and (15)
1
2
contradict each other, xiajbs and xiajbs will never
get 1 at the same time. Parameter  is a small
number that we use to avoid strict inequality. The
number of vehicles simultaneously available with
the ath vehicle of route i at station s are
bounded by the right-side expression of
constraint (17). Since the ath vehicle of route i
is not enumerated, capacity of station s is
decreased by one unit in constraint (17). Finally,
type and range of variables are defined in
constraints (18) to (21). Arrival time is

bis  ATi ( a1) s  ATias  himax
dismin  AT

i (1

nvi
)s
2

 dismin  himax i  R ; s  STi (1 nv ) (1)

[ Downloaded from ijiepr.iust.ac.ir on 2023-01-07 ]

bis  ATi ( a1) s  ATias  himax

(22)

(23)

i

2

(24)
nvi
 k , N i (| N i |))  1]: a  1 N i
2
 2 N (| N i |)  nvi
nv
k  {0, i ,...,  i
 } ;
2
nvi

 2

 i  R ; a  [1  k , min(

s  STi ( a 1) (v); v  {1,...,| STi ( a 1) |}

bis  ATi ( a  nvi 1) s  ATias  himax i  R

(25)

i  R

(26)

 N (| Ni |) 
a  {nvi , 2nvi ,...,  i
  nvi | a , (a  nvi  1)  N i }
 nvi 
s  STi ( a nvi 1) (v); v { fsi  2,...,| STi ( a nvi 1) |}

bis  ATi ( a1) s  ATias  himax

 N (| N i |)  1 
a  {nvi , 2nvi ,...,  i
  nvi | a , a  1  N i }
nvi


s  STi ( a 1) (v); v {1,..., min(| STi ( a1) |, fsi  1)}

bis  ATi ( a1) s  ATias  himax
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 i  R ; a {a  1| a, a  1 Ni }
s  STi ( a1) (v) ; v {1,...,| STi ( a 1) |}

i  R

(27)

nv 3nvi
a  { i ,
,... | a  Ni (| Ni |)  1 & a, a  1 N i }
2
2
s  STi ( a 1) (v); v {bsi  2,...,| STi ( a 1) |}

bis  ATi ( a 1 nvi ) s  ATias  himax i  R

nv 3nvi
a  { i ,
,... | a  Ni  nvi  1 & a, a  1  nvi  N i }
2
2
s  STi ( a 1 nvi ) (v); v  {1,..., min(| STi ( a1 nvi ) |, bsi  1)}
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In constraint (22), the possible range of values for
ATi ( a 1) s  ATias , indicating headways of two

nvi
, which will be increased
2

nvi

units
after
each
service
cycle.
Correspondingly, indices of the assigned vehicles

nvi
 1,..., nvi .
2

to the return direction are
Therefore, 1 

nvi
indicates the index of vehicle
2

starting the first service cycle form the return
direction. Constraint (23) limits the initial time of
the first service cycle starting from the return
max
direction of each route to hi
, similar to
constraint (9) implemented on the first direction.
For the second state, when vehicles are assigned
equally to both directions, the headways among

[ Downloaded from ijiepr.iust.ac.ir on 2023-01-07 ]
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6

T

T
3

2

1

Fig. 3. Vehicle assignment to both of the first and return directions
However, we can run our proposed model for all
time periods to find the optimal schedule in each
one, leading to a suboptimal solution except the
situation in which we consider the day as one
period. Suppose that we have five time periods in
a day and the first one has been scheduled. Our
model is able to schedule the second time period
without dissociation via setting the determined
schedule as an input and changing some of the
parameters mentioned in Section 2.3.

3.
[ DOI: 10.22068/ijiepr.28.2.113 ]

&

vehicles of each direction are determined with
constraint (24). However, this constraint is not
enough by itself; we define the rest of the
constraints, i.e., (25), (26), (27) and (28), to put a
restriction on headway between the first vehicle
of one direction with the last vehicle of another
one. Fig. 3 shows six vehicles in a route where
three of them have been assigned to each
direction. The possible range of values for
headways between the first vehicle of the return
direction and the last vehicle of the first direction,
like vehicles number four and three in Fig. 3, is
determined at stations on the first direction
through constraint (25). Their headways at
stations on the return direction are also controlled
by constraint (26). Index of the first vehicle of the
return direction is increased in the next service
cycle and this is the reason we show this concept
by using two separate constraints. Similarly,
constraints (27) and (28) arrange the headways
between the first vehicle of the first direction and
the last vehicle of the return direction, such as
vehicles number one and six in Fig. 3, at stations
on the first and return directions, respectively.

subsequent vehicles, is determined.
We assume that, in the second state, vehicles are
assigned to both directions of the routes equally
and start their services from two terminals.
Indices of the assigned vehicles to the first
direction are 1, 2,...,

Nasirian
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by increasing the number of elements of set C ,
transfer patterns. Therefore, we develop a
metaheuristic solution method based on the
scatter search (SS) algorithm to solve the
problem for real-life networks.
3-1. General overview
Scatter search is an evolutionary algorithm that
constructs new solutions by combining the
existing ones in a systematic method. For a
general introduction, we refer readers to Laguna
and Martí [19]. Algorithm. 1 shows the main
structure of our algorithm.

Complexity of the developed mixed integer linear
programming models in Section 2 is intensified
1. Construct an initial population P with size of | P | . Set StopCount  0
While ( StopCount  0 ) do
2. Build RefSet by using the reference set building method.
3. Generate Newsubsets with the subset generation method. Make P   .
While ( Newsubsets   ) do
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4. Select new  in Newsubsets .
5. Apply solution combination method to  in order to obtain r new solutions and add them to P .
If the new generated solutions have better objective values compared with their parents, apply
improvement method over them and replace them with the improved ones.
6. Delete  from subsets.
end while
7. If the termination criterion is met, set StopCount  1 .
end while
Algorithm. 1. General structure of the scatter search algorithm
In the first step, we generate an initial population
P with | P | different solutions randomly. In the
second step, we construct the reference set,
shown as RefSet , including b1  b2 solutions.
The first b1 solutions are the ones with the best

[ DOI: 10.22068/ijiepr.28.2.113 ]
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objective function values and the last b2
solutions are the ones with high diversity. Next,
we generate NewSubsets in which each element
 contains two elements of RefSet solutions.
The two solutions of each set are combined to
generate r new solutions, added to population P
. If any new solution has better objective function
value than its parents do, the improvement
method is applied to it and the obtained solution

is replaced with it. If the termination criteria,
considered as a CPU run time, are met, the
algorithm stops; otherwise, the algorithm restarts
from step 2 with building a new RefSet .
a. Solution representation
The solution representation has a major impact
on the efficiency of metaheuristic methods. Since
the arrival times of vehicles to stations are the
main decision variables in our problem, they are
used as solution representation. Fig. 4 shows
solution representation as an array in which
ATias indicates arrival times of all vehicles of
route i at their stations.

…

…

…

…













AT1as

AT2 as

AT| L|as

Fig. 4. Solution Representation
3-2. Construction of initial population P
The first step in SS algorithm is constructing an
initial population. For this purpose, we generate
each solution as represented in the previous
section, randomly. The advantage of the random
generation method is that all parts of the solution
space have an equal chance to be investigated.
The process of random generation is designed,
such that the feasibility is guaranteed. In this
process, the constraints, such as headways, travel
times, etc., are considered while the cells of a
solution representation are filled.
3-3. Reference set building method
RefSet includes solutions based on both quality
and diversity. Construction of RefSet starts with
the selection of the best solution of P . This
solution is added to RefSet and deleted from P .
The next best solution x in P is chosen only if
MDx  a1 , where MDx is the minimum distance
of solution x with the current solutions in

RefSet and a1 is a threshold distance. Distance
between two solutions x and y is calculated as
follows:
(29)
| ATiasx  ATiasy |
D ( x, y ) 
,

 

iL aN i sSTia

  | ST

ia

|

iL aNi

where ATiasx represents the arrival time of the
a th vehicle of route i at station s in solution
x . This process is repeated until b1 solutions are
selected. We follow the same strategy for
selecting the last b2 solutions by choosing the
best solution with MDx  a2 where a2 is also a
threshold distance which is greater than a1 . If no
qualified solution is found, we complete RefSet
with randomly generated solutions based on the
method used for the initial population.
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3-4. Newsubsets generation method
Before the combination of two solutions,
Newsubsets should be determined. The
combination of each pair of elements of the first
b1 solutions of RefSet and the combination of
each element of the first b1 solutions with each

[ Downloaded from ijiepr.iust.ac.ir on 2023-01-07 ]
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construct Newsubsets . So, Newsubsets has
b1  (b1  1)  b1  b2 elements.
3-5. Combination method
As illustrated in Fig. 5, for combination of two
solutions, we select two routes randomly and
exchange the schedules of these routes in the
considered parent solutions. The advantage of
this process is that all generated new solutions are
feasible.

Solution 1

...

Schedule of route X

...

Schedule of route Y

...

Solution 2

...

Schedule of route X

...

Schedule of route Y

...

Fig. 5. Illustration of combination method
the SS algorithm with those of existing models in
3-6. Improvement method
Improvement method is a local search procedure
the literature and a real railway network. We use
exploring high-quality solutions. Since for each
ILOG CPLEX 12.3 and a PC with Corei5-2.67
GHz and 4.00 GB RAM to run our models and
(i , a, j , s , s ') , waiting times are determined
algorithm.
through AT jbs '  ATias  wt ss ' , by decreasing
4.1. Comparative computational results
AT jbs ' and increasing ATias , waiting times could
Our first proposed model is implemented on two
test instances generated by Shafahi and Khani
be reduced. In the first step of this improvement
[13] and Ceder et al. [12]. Fig. 6 illustrates the
method, all (i , a, j , s , s ') are sorted in an
first test instance in which we have four routes
ascending order based on their waiting times.
with two transfer stations. All the assumptions
This helps us to first modify the quadruplets
and parameters values considered for this test
having large waiting times. It should be noticed
instance are taken from Shafahi and Khani [13].
that decreasing of AT jbs ' or increasing of ATias
In addition, the minimum and maximum
allowable headways are assumed to be 5 and 10
may increase waiting times of some other
minutes, respectively, based on the constant
passengers. Thus, for each selected quadruplet 
amounts given in Shafahi and Khani [13]. The
with non-zero waiting time, AT jbs ' is decreased
purpose is the construction of a schedule for a
and ATias is increased in an iterative process
one-hour horizon, such that the total transfer
waiting time is minimized. The definition of
where, in each iteration, only one of the variables
waiting time in the model of Shafahi and Khani
is changed into one unit, such that the solution
[13] contains dwell time, which is a bit different
remains feasible. Finally, the best-found solution
from our definition. Hence, for a fair comparison,
is selected.
we used their description for computing waiting
times.
4.
Computational Results
In this section, we compare the performances of
our proposed model, described in Section 2, and
Line 1
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Station 1

Station 2
Line 4

Line 3

.

Line 2

Fig. 6. The first instance in Shafahi and Khani [13]
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Comparative results of the first test instance
based on two different conditions, i.e., variable
and constant headways, are shown in Table 1.
The obtained waiting times for variable and
constant headways are 4540 and 4550 minutes,
respectively. As expected, variable headways’
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assumption improves the schedule, but it also
increases the CPU running time. These outcomes
also show the results reported by Shafahi and
Khani [13] in which the obtained total waiting
time is 4860 minutes, which is not an optimal
solution.

Tab. 1.Comparison result with Shafahi and Khani [13]
The proposed model
The proposed model
Shafahi and Khani [13]
(heterogeneous headways) (constant headways)
Total waiting time
(minutes)
CPU run time (seconds)

4860

4540

4550

<1

15.94

2.43

[ DOI: 10.22068/ijiepr.28.2.113 ]
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It should be mentioned that vehicles of each route
might have different traveling times to each
station. Therefore, there is a possibility that some
passengers do not get their services at the last
service cycle in the considered time period. We
try to minimize number of such non-served
passengers in the proposed model. As shown in

Table 2, number of non-served passengers in
Shafahi and Khani [13] is 310 while this value is
160 for our proposed model. In addition to 48.3%
increase in the number of served passengers, our
proposed model found a schedule decreasing the
total waiting time around 6.5%.

Tab. 2. Number of non-served passengers
Shafahi and Khani [13]
Our model (heterogeneous headways)
route
route
route
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
----0
0
----0
0
2
----0
0
----0
0
3
40
10 --- --0
10
----4
250 10 --- --150
0
----Moreover, there are four test examples in Ceder
et al. [12] in which minimum and maximum
headways, travel times, and the number of
vehicles are given and the objective function is
the maximization of simultaneous arrivals in
order to minimize passengers waiting time with
the assumption of heterogeneous headways. In
studies of Ceder et al. [12], some of the
parameters, such as number of transferring
passengers, dwell times, and walking times, are
not defined. Thus, for a fair comparison, we set
these parameters to 1, 0, 0, respectively, similar

to the work of Shafahi and Khani [13]. The
results of running the proposed model with the
objective function of minimizing total transfer
waiting time are shown in Tables 3 and 4. These
results indicate that maximizing simultaneous
arrivals does not lead to minimum waiting time.
This happens because by increasing simultaneous
arrivals in one station, number of zero waiting
times will be increased in that station, but this
event does not necessarily lead to less waiting
time at other stations.

Tab. 3. Comparative result based on Ceder et al. [12]
Example 1
Example 2
Example 3
Our
Our
Our
Ceder et
Ceder et
Ceder et
proposed
proposed
proposed
al. [12]
al. [12]
al. [12]
model
model
model
Total waiting time
(minutes)
Simultaneous
arrivals

21

21

30

46

62

66

8

4

14

7

12

6
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The fourth example of Ceder et al. [12] is a real
network in Tel Aviv in which the purpose is
scheduling the fleet in a 2-hour and 54-minute
time interval. Table 4 shows the result of our
proposed model on this example in which the
best obtained solution is reported after two hours.
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This result shows that our developed model can
effectively schedule the fleet, but its running time
is highly encouraging us to develop a
metaheuristic algorithm to find a good solution in
a reasonable time.

Tab. 4. Comparative results based on the fourth example of Ceder et al. [12]
Ceder et al. [12] Shafahi and Khani [13] The proposed model
Total waiting time (minutes)
5340
1176
288
Simultaneous arrivals
240
257
378
available metro trains in each route and current
headways at the peak hours are given in Tab. 5. It
should be mentioned that parameters N i and

4-2. Evaluation of the scatter search
performance
In order to evaluate the performance of our
developed SS algorithm, we used Tehran Urban
Railway Network (TURN) shown in Fig. 7. The
TURN consists of five different routes and eight
transfer intersections that totally contains 27
different transfer stations.
The purpose of our proposed model is to
reschedule the fleets at the peak hours of an
ordinary day, from 5:30 to 8:00 am. A number of

STia are determined for the considered time
period based on the current schedule of the
TURN. More information about the structure of
the TURN and its current schedule is retrieved
from Tehran Urban and Suburban railway
Operation Co. website [20].

T1

Tajrish

[ Downloaded from ijiepr.iust.ac.ir on 2023-01-07 ]

Terminals
Transfer intersections
Shahid
Beheshti
Golshahr
T7

Ekbatan

Sadeghieh

T5

T4

S1

Farhangsara
Azadi
S6

route
route
route
route
route

1
2
3
4
5

Darvazeh
Dowlat

Vali-e
Asr
S5

T3

Darvazeh
Shemiran
S2

S4

Shahid
Kolahdooz
T6

Imam Ali
University

Imam
Khomeini

T2

S3

Kahrizak
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Fig. 7. Tehran Urban Railway Network
Tab. 5. Number of metro trains and headways of TURN
Number of Metro trains Headways at the peak hours
route 1
32
4
route 2
24
4
route 3
4
10
route 4
14
7
route 5
16
10
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In order to apply our developed SS, we should set
five parameters of this algorithm. For this
purpose, we consider three values for each
parameter, determined by experimental analysis,
given in Tab. 6. The best obtained values for

these parameters are found by L27 matrix of
Taguchi
method,
leading
to

| P | 240 ; b1  10 ; b2  12 ; a1 
0.3 ; a2  2 ; r  2

Tab. 6. Possible values for parameters
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

|P|

b1

b2

a1

a2

r

120
180
240

8
10
12

8
10
12

0.3
0.6
1

1.3
1.6
2

2
6
10

The results of implementing our proposed model
using CPLEX and SS algorithm are indicated in
Table. 7. Due to the unreasonable run time of the
CPLEX for solving the TRUN, we restricted our

report to 24 hours CPU run time. The best
solution obtained by using the SS algorithm is
also reported based on one-hour CPU run time,
considered as its termination criterion.
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Table. 7.Comparative results for the TURN
Schedule
Current Schedule
obtained using
CPLEX
Objective value (minutes)
153273.8
89797.4
Total transfer waiting time (minutes)
60273.8
73897.4
Number of non-served passengers
1860
849
The objective value of the current schedule of
TURN includes the total waiting time and penalty
of non-served passengers. As a sample of
timetable, Fig. 8 shows an example timetable
obtained by taking the schedule of the trains on
route number 2 during the considered time period
using the SS algorithm. With respect to Fig. 7,
each train of route number 2 should serve eight
transfer stations on its route at both directions.
For instance, the first train of route number 2 in
the first direction should serve S4, S8, S6, T4, S6,
S8, S4 and T3 stations, respectively, at service
cycles. Arrival times of the first train to the
stations of its first and second service cycles are
shown in Fig. 8 (each station is shown by a
different symbol); the first train will visit S4
station at the second service cycle after 138
minutes (at 7:48 am). Since we have 24 trains in

Schedule obtained
using SS
66749
43699
461

this route, twelve of them should start their
services from return direction. Thus, the first
train of route number 2 in return direction serves
S6, S8, S4, T3, S4, S8, S6, and T4 stations,
respectively, at service cycles. Arrival time of
this train to S6 station is 9 minutes after the start
time (at 5:39 am).
As indicated in Table 7, the best obtained
solutions from CPLEX and SS for the TURN are
89797.4 and 66749, respectively. These results
show that our developed model and algorithm
can well improve the current situation. Moreover,
the performance of SS is much better than that of
CPLEX. Although the number of served
passengers in the schedule obtained from SS
approach has increased to around 75% compared
with the current schedule, the total waiting time
has decreased around 27%.
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24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

43

20

&

38

90

14

81

9
71
67
63
59

86

75

46

25

47 54

127

95

54
50
40
34
30 33

Mohammad

132
126
122
118
114
109
103
99

61
56
52
48
33
29
25

Nasirian

67

81 89

111

150
145

162
157

138

0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 96 102108114120126132138144150156162168
Arrival time

Fig. 8. Metaheuristic timetable of metro trains in route number 2 during the considered time
period
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5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we formulated a public transport
fleet scheduling problem as a mixed integer
linear programming model in order to minimize
the total transfer waiting time. For large
networks, it is not possible to achieve optimal
solutions using ILOG CPLEX in an acceptable
CPU run time. Therefore, we developed a scatter
search algorithm to obtain good solutions for
real-life networks. The performance of our
developed model has been analyzed based on the
test instances of Ceder et al. [12], Shafahi and
Khani [13] and Tehran Urban Railway Network.
We show our results and model using 8 figures
and 7 tables. Our solution approach shows great
improvement compared with the current schedule
of TURN. Since the number of available vehicles
in each route has a direct effect on headways and
waiting times, performance of the model could be
improved even more with also considering the
number of vehicles as decision variables. Transit
scheduling is an operational decision, which has
to be done several times in a day. Therefore,
developing a heuristic method for achieving the
best solutions in a short time and also an optimal
number of vehicles are important questions to
investigate in future studies.
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